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Faceted Identity

“People maintain social boundaries and show 
different facets or sites of their character 
according to the demands of the current social 
situation” - Farnham & Churchill, p. 359



Relational labor

“musicians are engaging in a tremendous amount 
of relational labor. Their social and economic 
relationships have always been intertwined. 
However, as audiences have taken to social media 
to interact directly with them, expectations for 
more personal relationships have increased, as have 
the importance of such connections in shaping 
economic fortunes. Doing the work of being an 
artist often includes managing interpersonal 
relationships.” 

-Baym (2014)



Methods

Focus Groups Workshop

15 Participants ~40 Participants

Performers Performers + nightlife goers



Social Media Use

Platform # of Participants

Facebook 15

Instagram 15

Twitter 7

Tumblr 5

Scruff 2

Pinterest 1

Vimeo 1

Grindr 1

YouTube 1

Linked In 1

Fet Life 1

Vine 1

Yelp 1





(Some of) my many Tumblrs



“With a [Facebook] page, you 
can kind of do that, you can 
create awareness, but you 
need that interaction. We're 
personalities at a bar. We 
come up and talk to you. We 
make sure you have a good 
time. We need to create that 
online as well.”



“I started doing drag in 
1989 when I was born. I 
actually don't know if I 
can put a time, or even a 
place on when I started 
doing drag because it sort 
of just emerged out of my 
personal presentation. 
Everyone asks me, ‘Oh, is 
that your drag persona?’ 
I'm like, ‘No, I don't have 
a drag persona.’ I am my 
drag persona, I guess.”
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Questions and feedback?

jlingel@microsoft.com | jessalingel.tumblr.com



“Facebook is like all we 
have anymore … You're 
not really going to find 
SD cards, definitely not 
anything like printed-out 
photos anymore. You 
have to go to Facebook.”

“We're depending on 
servers somewhere in 
the ether to preserve all 
our evidence of 
ourselves.”_Max-B via Flickr

https://www.flickr.com/photos/massimobarbieri


Information tactics

“individually-devised methods of searching for, 
acquiring and using information. As a term, 
information tactics draws on the concept of how 
information is used in a specific context by 
developing individual approaches to manage 
institutional strategies … Put another way, focusing 
on information tactics within human information 
behaviour research directs attention to how 
information is used tactically and individually, while 
taking into account why it is used in that particular 
way.”




